Several times in my reliability improvement projects I have had to improve weaknesses in design to the
original equipment manufacturers’ structure levels, mechanism levels down to the individual component
levels. Once done you have to complete a change manager or RACI who needs to be Responsible, who
needs to be Accountable, who needs to be Consulted and who needs to be Informed.
In these two following reliability cases I consulted with a small group of maintenance technicians and then
wrote this Maintenance Bulletin and communicated to all affected personnel. All necessary drawings and
literature in the equipment manuals are updated.

Communication – Training – Trust
Three things at every company employees will complain to you about. To answer one of those complaints
about training was my constructing this 30-60-90 days onboarding process to guide a new employee to
have the right exposure to make them a successful insider to the company…

If not a good idea or a legal requirement you ought to keep line side a Process Change History Log to
keep a running record of any changes made to a process. When problem solving this needs to be one of
the first things you look at to begin your troubleshooting to see what has changed in – on – about and
around the process in terms of the 5Ms. Manpower – Machine – Materials – Method – Measurement.

Remember: I have never worked or consulted for a company that made fundamental improvements by
the introduction of performance management system or the rework of form or document. Nothing takes
the place of on the floor Gemba leadership. Now; there can be no improvement with no standards…
I was tasked with the challenge to invent a standard work audit form and standard work audit process. My
inspiration was straight out of a lean playbook. I wanted to capture in this process the two imperative lean
methods of thinking: the PDCA iterative management cycle and the lean philosophy of the four rules in
use. To that end I created this audit document and form you see here.
Build into the form are descriptors, instructions, guilds and an auditing glossary for the auditors reference.
It was lambasted for being too complicated and administratively cumbersome. I asked all my other ‘lean’
buddies and they all thought this was a breakthrough in layering an auditing process from every aspect of
its design and barrowed it from me to use themselves. Ask me and I’ll send you a copy and try it out for
yourself…
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Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs) covers many aspects. If you work in the automotive industry there
are many standards that cover that industry such as ISO 9000, ISO 9001, TS 16949, AITF 16949, ISO
14001 or ISO/IEC 17025 are just some. One aspect a of a well thought-out GEP is equipment verification.
Each day, each shift should perform a verification of their equipment to qualify it to run. Much like you
might pilots complete a pre-fight check you are qualifying your process or machine to run.
In this document this is what I am doing to make sure that the metal detector and ultra violet inspection
lights used to inspect to contamination are working correctly. I developed this check form as nothing was
established to check and qualify defect detecting devices, the metal detector and the ultra violet light
product contamination detector before. Like any successful prevention program, I would like it that when I
retire, the fact that the companies that I have work at has never had a major accident or a major product
defect recall has been by design.
This is the front page printed with a wide margin to the left for fitting into clip binder.
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